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Birkhoff quadrature formulas based on Tchebycheff nodes 
A. K. VARMA 
1. In 1974 P. Turin [6] raised the following problems on Birkhoff quadrature. 
If in the n ,h row of a matrix A, there are n interpolation points l £ x i , > ^ 2 l l > . . . > 
^~x„n s — 1 then A is called "very good" if for an arbitrary set of numbers j>to and y£, 
there is a uniquely determined polynomial D„(f; A)=D„(f) of degree at most 
2n — 1 for which 
Dn(f;A)^Xkn = ykn=f(xkn), A))x x =yL, fc = 1,2, . . . , ». 
In that case D„(f\ A) can be uniquely written as 
D„(f ; A) =2 Kxin)yin(x\ A)+ 2 y?n8,n(xi A) ¡=1 i=i 
where yin(x; A), Qin(x; A) are fundamental functions of the first and second kind, 
respectively. 
P rob l em XXXVI. What is the best class of functions for which the integfals of 
the polynomials 
n 
2 f(Xin)ytn(x,n) ( n e v e n ) 
¡=i 
i 
tend to J f(x) dxl 
- i 
X 
Here the ntb row of the II matrix is referred to the zeros of nn(x)= J Pn-X(t)dt 
where P„(x) is the Legendre polynomial of degree n. -1 
Prob lem XXXVIII. Does there exist a matrix A satisfying 
i 
/ yin(x; A) dxl* 0, i = l , 2 n0? 
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Prob lem XXXIX. Determine the "good" matrices for which 
¿ | f yin(x; A)dx| 
is minimal. 
In 1982 the author [7] was able to answer the above problems. This can be sum-
marized by the following quadrature formula exact for polynomials of degree S in—1: 
- m n + f i - m , 2(2«—3) y / ( * J , 
J j w a x n(2n — l) + n(n-2)(2n-l) ,e2Pan.i(xin) + 
, 1 (1 -xl)f"(xin) • 
n(n—l)(n—2)(2n — l) j f , PU(Xi„) -
In the above formula xin's are chosen to be the zeros of IIB(x). 
In 1961, the author [9] extended the results of SAXENA and SHARMA [6] of (0,1, 3) 
interpolation to Tchebycheff abscissas. We proved that if n is even, then for preassig-
ned values j i 0 , ya, yi3 ( /=1, 2, ..., n) there exists a uniquely determined polyno-
mial f„(x) of degree S3n—1 such that 
(1.1) /„(*,„) = ym, /n'(x;„) = ya, /„'"(*;„) = ya, i = 1,2, ..., n 
where xin's are the zeros of Tn(x). 
The object of this paper is to obtain new quadrature formulas based on / (xin), 
f'(xin), fm(X[n) where xin's are the zeros of Tn(x). We now state the main theorems 
of this paper. 
Theorem I. Let 
(1.2) . 1 > X l n > . . .>x„„ > - 1 
be the zeros of T„(x)=cosn6, cos 8=x. Let f ( x ) be any polynomial of degree 
S3n—1. Then we have 
} f(x\ n " n " 
(1-3) / r / % / 2 dx= 2 f(xin)Ain+ 2 f\xin)Bin+ 2 f"'(xin)Cin 
_ i U — X ) ' ,-=i , = i , = i 
where 
i l 4 ) C ( 1 -Xl)2 f Vin(X) d x - ( l - x i f n i T ' ( x ^ Xi" ) (i.V 12fj2 j (1_x2)i/2 ]2„3 l - x f j ' 
(I Si B — n (1 1 I (3 + 2 ( 2 / 2 2 + 1 X 1 } l'in(x)dx (1.5) Bin - — — (1 — xtn)T„ (XIN) + ^ —yirf. ; J J (! 
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and 
/1 A _ » f , . i ( i A l , XiT^(xt) , r . ' f e j ] 
U.b) ¿ « . - - [ H - 3(1-xf„) 2nm-x№ + 4 2rP J ' 
Theorem 2. Le/ / 0 (x)=l—x 2 then 
(1-7) f dx— ^f0(Xi„)A i n = y -
An interesting consequence of Theorem 2 is the following: 
C o r o l l a r y 1. For f0(x)=\—x% 
(1.8) lim 2Mxin)uin(x)^l-x2 at some x<E[-l, 1], i = l 
where uin(x) are the fundamental polynomials of the first kind (0,1, 3) interpolation 
based on Tchebycheff nodes. The explicit representation of uin(x) is given in the next 
section. 
Theorem 3. There exist positive constants cx and c2 independent of n such that 
n 
(1.9) CiTllnn < 2 Mini - c2nlnn. i=1 
Theorems 1, 2, 3 reveal an important fact that the quadrature formula obtained 
by integrating the Birkhoff interpolation polynomials of (0, 1, 3) interpolation based 
on Tchebycheff nodes is essentially very different from those obtained by integrating 
Lagrange or Hermite interpolation. 
2. Explicit representation of the interpolatory polynomials; (0,1,3) case. In an 
earlier work [9] we obtained the explicit form of the polynomial R„(x) (n even posi-
tive integer) of degree S 3n—1 satisfying 
(2.1) Unix*») = fkn, Kb*,) = g*„, K ' (xkn) = hn> k = 1, 2, . . . , n. 
It is given by 
(2.2) Ra(x) = 2 fi»"in(x)+ 2 ginVin(x)+ 2 Kwin(.x), i=1 i=l /=1 
where the polynomials «ta(x), vin(x), u>in(x) are uniquely determined by the following 
conditions: 
(2.3) u'in(xkn) = uZ(xk„) = 0, w1B(xta) = { J ^ * k = l > 2 > 
(2.4) vin(Xlm) = i f i i x j = 0, v'in(xkn) = j j k = h2' 
(2.5) w,a(Xka) = wUxJ = 0, vC(xk„) = { j jj ' .fc = 1 ,2 , . . . ,« . 
9* 
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The explicit form of fundamental polynomials is given by 
(¡0 
where <7„-i,;(x) is a polynomial of degree Sn — 1. It is given by 
(2.7) qn.Ux) = f J ^ d t + f J ^ d t + c * ] 
where ain, cin are chosen so that q„~iti(x) is a polynomial of degree Sn —1. 
„ = _ _ L r J M D - j t in nn _{ ( l - / 2 ) 1 ' 2 ' 
(b) 
* = 0/2) _ / ( l / ( i - o ^ o + o ^ dt> 
( 2 - 8 ) t;M> + r . ' O c j 
where J„_1i ¡(x) is a polynomial of degree Sn — 1. It is expressed by the formula 
(2.9) 
; ,_„(*) = (1 -x*yi*[«lnf ^ ^ d t + ̂ / J ^ d t + f j f ^ d t + y , , 
( l - i 2 ) ^ ( 0 - ^ ( 0 + ( « 2 + l ) i i n ( 0 
S„_! 1Vv»7 ~ , • —n J ^ ^ J / ! " ' 1 (1 _ ¿2)3/2*" J (I—i«)»/2 
where 
(2.10) Fin(t) = 2 r . 'CxJ 
nin « f tF!»«)+PMt) (2.H) «,„ - — J ( T T ^ dt> 
n\7\ R - 1 i n 2 ~ 7 1 
(2.13) 
2 v _ / A X O + ^ C ) j f 
{ ( l - i 2 ) 1 / 2 
_ f - U - *))+f t o (0 o . 
y ( i - 0 1 / 2 ( i + 0 8 ' 2 





+ 3 ( ^ 2 ) Vin(x) + ¿in(*) 
A,. = 
3 ( 1 - J C 
The above representation of uin(x) is new and very useful in obtaining 
r . 
A ( I - * 2 ) 1 ' 2 
3. Preliminaries. Here we shall prove the following lemmas. 
L e m m a 3.1. For k=\, 2, ..., n we have 
(3.2) / ( I - x 2 ) - / 2 d x = * A _ 1 x, 
_{ 1 -xl„ 4n I n 2 ( l - ^ ) J 
P roo f . According to a theorem of M I C H E L L I and R I V L I N [ 5 ] if g(x) is a poly-
nomial of degree s 4 n —1 then 
I 
/ g ( x ) ( l - x a ) - 1 / 2 J x = 
( 3 . 5 ) 
= ̂  [1 Id 
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g(*,„) = 0, g'(xtn) = {l J J J 




, f 3 x , J ( l - x L ) if i = k 
8 K in) 10 if i k, 
on applying (3.5) we obtain (3.1). The proofs of (3.2) and (3.3) are similar, so we omit 
the details. The proof of (3.4) is on the following lines. Since 
t ( I - * 2 ) ( x - x j 1%,(x)Ij,(x) . _ 2 1/a . 
J ( T ^ D u } 
1 / (1 — x2)1 (x—xtn) d ,3 . , , . 
= J _ { ( 1 - x L ) = • 
_ _ 1 f ljn(x) Lj v2\1/2 x(x Xfa,) ^ , _ 
~ 3 J (l-x2kn)K( X ) (1 - x 2 ) 1 ' 2 / 
- _ I f l l (-x) f 2 ( l - x 2 ) - ( l - x x t n ) ^ 
~ 3 J (1-xD I ( l - x 2 ) 1 / 2 ) a x ~ . 
= - j f j r ^ B ~ l L ( x ) ( 1 - x 2 ) ~ 1 / 2 dX+J ( ((1~-xl) ^ W - ^ - ^ d x . 
Now applying (3.2) and (3.3) we obtain (3.4). This proves the lemma. 
L e m m a 3.2. For k= 1,2, ..., n we have 




P r o o f . It is well known that 
(3.8) Zta(x) = Tr(Xkn)Tr(x) n n ,=1 
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and 
(3.9) K(x) = 4r Z (*), K.^x) = ( 2 r - 1 ) [ 1 + 2 2 Г.«(*)]-
i=1 1=1 
Therefore 
} 2ж "/2 (3.10) / = — 2 ( 2 г - Ц Т ъ - М . 
But a simple computation shows that 
[и/а] 
(3.11) 2 2 ( 2 ^ 1 ) 7 ^ 0 0 = Г . 'ОО-*ьУ(1 - x L ) . 
r=l 
From (3.10), (3.11) we obtain (3.6). For the proof of (3.7) we first note from (3.8), 
(3-9) 
} 2 n>2 } 
г а к т d t = =- 2 t*,-i(xj f tK-1m~t2ri/2dt+ n - i 
9 л/2 } 
+ -2Пг(хк„) f tT£(t)(l-t2)~1/2 dt. " r=1 _1 
But 
J tT£(t)(l —12)~112 dt = 0, 
- i 
and 
2 f tTZ.1W-W-v»dt = (ji2r-iy-i) f T ^ m - t r ^ d t ^ 
- l - i 
= ((2r — l)3 —(2r — 1))7T. 
Therefore 
1 TT л/2 
(3.12) f tl'Lm-tT^dt = - 2 ^ - i ( x j ( ( 2 r - l ) 3 - ( 2 r - l ) ) . 
But a simple computation shows that 
n/2 
2 ( 2 r - l ) 3 7 ' 2 r _ 1 ( x t a ) = 
(3.13) 
в ' Г . ' б О 3n ( l+xL) / Ш 
~ l - x £ , + 2 ( I - * « J {\-t2?'*at-
From (3.10), (3.17), (3.13) we obtain (3.7). This proves Lemma 3.2. 
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4. Proof of Theorem 1. First we will show that 
fwtoW-W-Wdt = flL(t)(l-n-1/2dt = 
(4.1) 
M - i 
Since 
(4-2) T*(x) = {\+Tin{x))l2, 
it follows from (2.6) and orthogonal properties of Tchebycheff polynomials 
fwkn(t)(l —t2)~1/2 dt = 
(4.3) = ((1 -xl)/l2n*) f (1 •+T2n(t))qn_lik(t)(\ -/2)"1/2 dt = 
—l 
= ((1 -xLW2rfi) f qn.Uk(t)(l--/2)-1/2dt. 
- l 
On differentiating (2.7) twice it follows that 
(4.4) (\-x^q'Utk(x)-xqUAx)+qn-i,kix) = akX(x)+Vkri(x). 
Next, we note that 
/ ((i -x2) tf-uW-*?;-!^)) (i -x2)-1'2 dx = 
(4.5) 
= / (d(( 1 -xn^ixWdx) dx = 0. 
Therefore on using (4.4) and (4.5) we obtain 
/ J . - u W d - / ) - 1 ^ ^ 
(4.6) 
= akn f T:(x)(l-x2)~1'2dx+ JlL(x)(l-x2)-y2dx. 
We also note that n is an even positive integer. Therefore T'n{x) is an odd polynomial 
of JC, and it follows that 
i 
(4.7) f T^x)(i-x2)-1'2dx = 0. 
On using (4.6), (4.7) and (4.3) we obtain (4.1). We also obtain from (3.6) the second 
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part of (4.1). Next we will prove that 
fvin(x)(l-x2)-ll2dx = 
(4.8) 
- " ( 1 - f ) r f a ) , f 3 + 2 0 ^ + 1 X 1 - x D ^ f j U 0 _ 
4 n 1 + { 12/i2 J J (1 - f 2 ) 1 ' 2 ' 
On using (2.8), (3.1) and (4.2) we obtain 
fvin(x)(l-x*)-ll2dx = 
(4 9) = J L X . +
 1
 / ( 1 + ^ ( 0 ) 5 ^ ( 0 
2naXm+2T;{xin) J (l-t2)1'2 
= J L * + 1 rJsz2VL.it 
Next, differentiating twice we obtain from (2.9) 
(4.10) (1 = 
On using (4.5), (4.7) we obtain 
/a i n r s - i ( * ) j . . _ P r l'in(x) ^ , / ^ f a ) 
( ' } J (1 -x) 1 / 2 * Pitt J (l-x2)1/2 + J (l -x2)1/2 X' 
where pin is given by (2.12) and Fin(x) by (2.10). From (2.10) we obtain 
r KM f1 
J (1-x2)1 '2 J 2 r„ ' (xJ ( l - i 2 ) 1 / 2 
/ ( 1 - ^ ) ^ ( 0 - ^ ( 0 / —2//fa(Q+H2l'in(Q ^ 
~ J 2Tn'(xin)(l-t2)1/2 a t + J 27,n/(xin)(l — z2)1/2 
/ w ^ x o -/2) i / 2 / ; ;(o) / - 2 ? c ( o + » 2 / f ; ( o 
J 2T;(xin) 2r„'(xin)(l—i2)1/2 
/ —2tl"n(t) + n2l'in(t) 
~ J 2TJ (xin) (1 — i2)1'2 
Therefore, on using (4.9), (4.11), (2.12) together with the above statement it follows 
that 
r , . ( x ) 1 dx = —x-~ ( l ~ x l ) f dx + J ax 2n3 2n2 J (l-x2)1/2 + 
(4.12) 
X , " - ' l 4 + 4 n 2 l 3 1 - x f J J J ( l - t y i * 
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F r o m (3.7) we have 
Now, on using (4.12) and (4.13) we obtain (4.8). Lastly, f r o m (2.14), (3.2), (3.4), (4.1), 
(4.8) and (3.7) af ter simplyfying we obtain 
F r o m (4.1), (4.8) and (4.14) one can prove Theorem 1. 
The proofs of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 fol low easily f r o m Theorem 1, so we 
omit the details. 
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